
We have spent 27-plus years building strong cow families that solidify our genetic base. By stacking prominent genetics we have 
created a consistent cowherd with the maternal power to rival any firm in any breed. The proven matriarchs represented here illustrate our dedication 

to genetic excellence. As they have for years, their daughters and granddaughters will highlight our annual HerdBuilder sale in March.
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OFFERING
10 Open Show Heifers
15 Fall Bred Females

20 Spring Bred Females
40 Bulls

SALE MANAGEMENT…
R&R MARKETING - 615.330.2735

SALE CONSULTANTS…
AMERICAN CATTLE SERVICES - 580.581.7652
GRASSROOTS CONSULTING - 515.229.5227

HELTON CONSULTING - 256.962.0256

AUCTIONEER…C.K. “Sonny” Booth

Carrousels PEACHES
Purebred • HetP
AUTO Black Dakota 129J x ELMW Ginnie P58G
• 4 Daughters sell MARCH 16
• 2 Granddaughters sell MARCH 16

To list the many accomplishments of Carrousels Peaches 4330P and her progeny would be a chapter in Limousin 
history all unto itself. The most impressive of all the daughters of our very own AUTO Black Dakota sire, Peaches has 
shown the ability time and again to out produce herself, which serves as the very definition of an elite donor female.

AUTO REBECA 292S
75% Lim-Flex • HP/HB
LESF Asphalt 9N x EXLR Rebeca 1019P
• 3 Daughters sell MARCH 16

What’s to say about AUTO Rebeca 292S that 
hasn’t already been said. The laundry list of sons and daughters she has produced is not only impressive, but un-
paralleled in the Limousin seedstock business. Regardless of how she has been mated over the years, 292S progeny 
continue to excel in all levels of production and continue to dominate the marketplace.



MAGS MANUELA
Purebred • DB

EXLR Limited Edition 765J x AUTO City Nights 214H
• 6 Granddaughters sell MARCH 16

When it comes to Purebred Limousin donor females, all others are 
measured against MAGS Manuela. It is impossible to tabulate the number 

of dollars she has generated over the years, but more importantly, her 
positive influence to the breed through her sons and daughters cannot be 

measured. Suffice is to say, she is truly one-of-a-kind.

EXLR MOLLY 7103K
Purebred 
EXLR Dakota 353G x EXLR Molly 343G
• 2 Daughters sell MARCH 16

EXLR Molly 7103K is the product of one of the greatest matings the breed has known, 
Dakota 353G back to Molly 343G and without a doubt, 7103K was the most prolific and 
accomplished of them all. Very few females are able to stand in her company in terms of 
having the ability to produce at such a  high level for so many years.

AUTO RED PEPPER 216X
Fullblood

AUTO Cliff Hanger 194D x Laura’s Echelon
• 4 Daughters sell MARCH 16

• 2 Granddaughters sell MARCH 16

If there was ever a female capable of surpassing the legendary 
accomplishments of the venerable females listed on these pages, we feel it is 

AUTO Red Pepper 216X. Out of our past National Champion, AUTO Cliff Hanger 
194D, this Punch granddaughter has accomplished a great deal in a relatively 
short period of time. We expect this Fullblood donor to continue the tradition 

of elite producing cow families established at Pinegar Limousin.

STBR DEMETRIA 669D
Fulllbood
Punch x STBR Wendy’s Kimmie 194A
• 2 Daughters sell MARCH 16

Without question, one of the most influential fullblood matrons in the 50-year history of 
the breed in America. Her tried-and-true pedigree of Punch, back on an Orion cow is as 
legendary as the female herself. With more than 205 head registered, STBR Demetria 669D 
will go down in Limousin lore as a breed legend.

AUTO REDBIRD 4210
Daughter of 216X


